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1. This work concerns the initial value problem for the Euler equations
of the action functional for Maxwell–Higgs on Minkowski space. We show
that there exist unique global solutions of the equations in the Hamiltonian
gauge for all time, that these solutions depend continuously on their ini-
tial values, and that these values are prescribed arbitrarily. Furthermore, we
verify that along finite energy solutions of the Maxwell–Higgs equations the
magnetic flux is quantized. For the special class of vortex initial data, Bur-
zlaff and Moncrief [1] established the global existence of the Maxwell–Higgs
solutions in the Lorentz gauge. That result requires additional smoothness
of the initial data and gauge transformations, and further assumptions on
the class of solutions to establish the quantization of magnetic flux. In [2–4],
Manton, Ruback, and Samols construct approximate radial vortex solutions
to the Maxwell–Higgs equations with small initial data and establish prop-
erties of these solutions. Except for the class of vortex solutions, it was not
known [5] whether there are global solutions for the initial value problem
of Maxwell–Higgs in the Hamiltonian gauge. The evolution problem for
Maxwell–Higgs is a physically relevant problem [2–5] used in superconduc-
tivity and particle physics.
The action for Maxwell–Higgs on Minkowski space R with coordinates
xj , 0  j  2, x0 D t, and metric gjk D diag1;−1;−1 is a functional de-
termined by the field x and the vector potential Ax with components
Aj , 0  j  2. The field x is a smooth function on R with complex val-
ues, and each component Ajx is a smooth real-valued function on R. The
indices j and k range from 0 to 2, and l, n; and m range from 1 to 2. The
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action is defined by
S D
Z
R

DjDj−U − 14FjkFjk
}
d3x;
where
Dj D @j C
p
−1Aj;
Fjk D @jAk − @kAj
U D 2 − 12;
and  > 0 is a physical constant. The Euler equations of the action func-
tional are
DjDj D −U N (1)
@kF
jk D
p
−1 NDj−Dj (2)
and the conjugate equation for N.
The electromagnetic condition is determined by the vector E with com-
ponents E1 D F10, E2 D F20; and the vector H with components H1 D F21,
H2 D F12. The equation of motion for A is Maxwell’s equation of electro-
dynamics,
@tE C j D curlH
divE D j0;
where the current jk D p−1 NDk − Dk is produced by the field 
and the conjugate N. Using the equation
@jFkj C @kFlj C @lFjk D 0
determines the second part of Maxwell’s equations,
divH D 0
@tH C curlE D 0:
The action and Euler equations are invariant with respect to the gauge
transformations,
x ! e−
p−1f xx
Ajx ! Ajx C @jf x;
where f x is a smooth real valued function on R.
The continuity equation
@tj0 D div j
follows directly from Eq. (2) and is related to the invariance of the action
with respect to gauge transformations. Using the invariance of the action
functional under translations, we find that
@lT
lk D 0; 0  k  2;
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along solutions of the Euler equations, where
T lk D DlDkCDlDkC FljFkj − glkL
is a symmetric energy momentum tensor and L is the Lagrangian density.
For an appropriate class of functions, the conservation equation is used to
establish that the energy Z
R2
T 00td2x
and energy momentum functionalZ
R2
Tm0td2x
are finite and independent of time. Along finite-energy solutions of the
Euler equations the magnetic fluxZ
R2
curlA;d2x D 2n
for integer n. Goldstone [6] introduced a spontaneous breaking of the
global symmetry by assuming that in some sense x; t tends to one asx approaches infinity. In this study, we consider functions for whichZ
R2
x; t − 12 d2x
is finite for each t.
For A0 D 0, the Euler equations
@2t CDmDm D −2
(2 − 1
@2t Al C @m@mAl D
p
−1 NDl−Dl − @l divA
3
@t divA D
p
−1(@t N− N@t 4
are Hamiltonian. If we solve the initial value problem (3), we do not have
to solve (4), because (4) is a consequence of (3); take the divergence of the
second equation in (3) and use the continuity equation to find that
@t

@t divA−
p
−1(@t N− @t N D 0:
If x; 0, Ax; 0 satisfy
@t divAx; 0 −
p
−1(@t Nx; 0x; 0 − @tx; 0 Nx; 0 D 0; 5
then integration of the previous equation with respect to t gives (4).
We show that a solution x; t, Ax; t of (3) exists for all time, is
uniquely determined by the initial values x; 0, Ax; 0, and that these
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values satisfy (5) and are otherwise prescribed arbitrarily. To formulate this
result more precisely, let Hr r  0 denote the usual Sobolev space of
functions on R2, having derivatives of all orders up to r. The norm in the
space Lp is denoted by
v
p
. For q  1; 0  s  r, and p > 0, the following
relationships among the norms
@sv2, vq, and @rvp are used to obtain a
priori estimates for the solution x; t, Ax; t of (3). For q  1, suppose
v belong to LqR2 and its derivatives of order r belong to L2R2; then for
the derivatives @sv, 0  s < r; the following inequalities hold, with constant
c depending on s and r: @sv
p
 c@rva2v1−aq ; 6
where
1
p
D s
2
C a

1
2
− r
2

C 1− a 1
q
for all a in the interval s=r  a  1. This result is due to Nirenberg [7].
The following estimate of the L2 norm of the derivative of  with the
L2 norm of the gauge covariant derivative of  is used to obtain a priori
bounds. Let ux denote a function defined on R2 with complex values, letux − 1 be square integrable over R2, and let the absolute value of the
derivatives of ux of order m from 1 up to r be square integrable. Use the
fact that @lux D Re(ux@luxux−1  Dlux
and find that Z
R2
@lux2 d2x  Z
R2
Dlux2 d2x: 7
A similar calculation givesZ
R2
@rl ux2 d2x  Z
R2
Drlux2 d2x:
Let T be real and 0  T <1 and r  2. In what follows, Vr signifies the
set of functions x; t and A1x; t;A2x; t on R2  −T; T ; with∥∥t;At∥∥2
r
D t − 122 C rX
sD1
@st22 C rX
sD0
@sAt22
C
r−1X
sD0
@t@st22 C @t@sAt22
finite for each
t  T . Vr is a translation of the classical Sobolev space.
By a solution, we mean a function x; t;Ax; t from Vr that satisfies (3)
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for
t  T , is uniquely determined by the initial data, and in Vr depends
continuously on its initial values uniformly with respect to
t  T . The
main result can be stated as follows:
Theorem. For initial data x; 0;Ax; 0 2 Vr that satisfy (5), there ex-
ists a unique global solution x; t;Ax; t to (3) from Vr . In Vr , the solution
depends continuously on the initial values uniformly with respect to
t  T .
Use of Eq. (3) shows that this solution has the additional regularity @st 2
L1−T; T ;Hr−s and @stA 2 L1−T; T ;Hr−s.
2. In this section we prove the theorem. We establish first the a priori
bound for solution x; t;Ax; t of (3) in Vr . In Lemma 2, we show that
the solution of (3) is uniquely determined by their initial values. Lemma 3
states the sense in which the solution x; t, Ax; t depends continuously
on its initial values. The proof of the theorem is given at the end of this
section.
We now give the a priori bound for the solution x; t;Ax; t of (3) in
Lemma 1. If x; t, Ax; t is a solution from Vr of (3), then∥∥t;At∥∥
r
is bounded from above by a constant M depending only on T and the initial
value x; 0;Ax; 0 in the class Vr . Furthermore, the energyZ
R2
T 00td2x
and energy momentum functionalZ
R2
Tm0td2x
are finite and independent of time and the magnetic fluxZ
R2
curlA;d2x D 2n
for integer n.
Proof. As the result does not depend on the size of , we set  D 1 in
this section. Let i D p−1. Begin with r D 2. The expression for the energyZ
R2
@t2 C D2 CU C 12 (@tA2 C curlA2d2x
is independent of time. The invariance of the action with respect to trans-
formations determines conservation laws. Following Noether, use the in-
variance of the action functional under translations and compute the vari-
ation of the action to find that
@lT
lk D 0; 0  k  2;
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along solutions of the Euler equations, where
T lk D DlDkCDlDkC FljFkj − glkL
is a symmetric energy momentum tensor and L is the Lagrangian density.
The calculation depends on the smoothness of A and the identity
@l@jFljAk D 0:
The energy momentum tensor is symmetric in l and k and invariant with
respect to local gauge transformations. To establish that the energy is inde-
pendent of time, begin with
T 00 D 2@t2 C F0jF0j − L
D @t2 C D2 CU − 12Fm0Fm0 C 12F212
D @t2 C D2 CU C 12 (@tA2 C curlA2
and
Tm0 D DmD0CDmD0C FmjF0j :
For x; t, Ax; t in Vr , the integralZ
R2
(@tx; 02 C Dx; 02 CUx; 0
C 12
(@tAx; 02 C curlAx; 02d2x
is finite. Integrate the conservation equation
@tT
00 D −X
m
@mT
m0
over the sphere Sr of radius r, apply Gauss, and use standard estimates to
establish that Z
R2
T 00td2x D
Z
R2
T 000d2x:
A similar calculation verifies that the momentum functionalZ
R2
T 0mtd2x D
Z
R2
T 0m0d2x
is finite for x; t, Ax; t in V2.
If x; t, Ax; t is a solution of (3) from Vr , thenZ
R2
curlA;d2x D 2n
for integer n.
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Begin with
jm D ie
(
@m− ieAm−@n− ieAm

:
Select  large so that
x > 12 for x > . Let  D eieg and establish
that
jm D 2e2
2@mg CAm:
Let c denote a circle of radius  in the plane; thenZ
c
@mg CAmds D
Z
c
jm
2e2
2 ds:
Introduce a scaling in the derivation of Sobolev’s inequality and use that
x; t, Ax; t is a solution from Vr to conclude that
Amx; t  
x−1
and
@x; t  x−1
uniformly in t. Apply Stokes’ theorem to the previous identity; useZ
c
@g d2x D n;
and then let  tend to infinity to find thatZ
R2
curlA;ds D 2n
for integer n.
Similar estimates of  and A may be obtained directly from the equa-
tion. Multiply the equation for x; t in (3) by @tx; t, combine with
the equation for the conjugate of x; t in (3) multiplied by @tx; t,
integrate in x, and then integrate by parts to find that
@t
Z
R2
@tt2 C Dt2 C (t2 − 12 d2x
D i
Z
R2
Dt@tAtt − @tAttDtd2x:
Multiply the equation for Ax; t in (3) by @tAx; t, integrate in x, and
find
1
2@t
Z
R2
@tAt2 C curlAt2 d2x
D i
Z
R2
@tAttDt − @tAttDtd2x:
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Combine the previous integrals and integrate in t to find thatZ
R2
@tt2 C Dt2 C (t2 − 12
C 12
@tAt2 C 12 curlAt2 d2x
is equal to a constant independent of time.
Use the bound for
@tAmt2 to verify thatAmt2 M:
Combine the known inequality (6)v1  c@l@nv1=22 v1=22 ;
where c is an absolute constant, the inequality (7), and previous finite en-
ergy bounds to find thatt − 11 MDlDnt1=22 :
We continue as in the previous calculation and determine estimates of
the higher order variations of the functions x; t and Ax; t. The sum-
mation over the indices is suppressed in the following calculation. Multiply
the equation for x; t by D2n@tx; t, multiply the equation for Nx; t
by D2n@tx; t, and then add the two equations. Multiply the equation in
(3) by @2n@tAlt and combine with the previous equation. Integrate the
resulting expression in x, integrate by parts, use that
DnDm D DmDnC iFnm;
and then integrate in t to find thatZ
R2
Dn@tt2 C DnDmt2 C 12 @@tAt2 C 12 @ curlAt2 d2x
D
Z
R2
Dm@t02 C DnDm02 C 12 @@tA02 C 12 @ curlA02 d2x
− 2
Z t
0
Z
R2
2 − 1@tD2nd2xdt
plus
p
−1
Z t
0
Z
R2
(
Dnt@tAnt −DnDm@tAmDnC @n@tAlDnDl
CDnDmFnmt − @tAnDmDnDmCFnmDmDntd2xdt
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and conjugate terms. Integrate the first term in the preceding identity by
parts in t and then estimate the following integrals:Z
R2
D2n
2 − 1d2x
 D2212 − 12
 cD221
 cD22(D21=22 C 1
 cD23=22 C cD22
 c C 12
D222Z t
0
Z
R2
DnDn@t
(2 − 1d2xdt

Z t
0
D22@t2(21 C 1dt
 c
Z t
0
D22(D22 C 1dt
 c C c
Z t
0
D222 dtZ t
0
Z
R2
DnDn2@td2xdt
 c
Z t
0
DnDn221@t2 dt
 c
Z t
0
D222 dt C c;
where we have used previous bounds, the inequality for
t − 11, and
(7). Use (6) with (p D 4, q D 2), the estimate (7), and previous bounds to
estimate the remaining terms:Z t
0
Z
R2
Dn@t@tAn@td2xdt

Z t
0
D@tt2@tAt4@tt4 dt
M
Z t
0
D@tt2@@tAt1=22 D@tt1=22 dt
M
Z t
0
D@tt22 C @@tAt22 dt
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0
Z
R2
@n@tADnDd2xdt

Z t
0
@@tA2D24 dt
M
Z t
0
@@tA2D22 dt
M
Z t
0
@@tA22 C D222 dtZ t
0
Z
R2
DnDm@tAnDmd2xdt

Z t
0
D22@tA4D4 dt
M
Z t
0
D22@@tA1=22 D21=22 dt
M
Z t
0
D222 C @@tA22 dtZ t
0
Z
R2
DnDmFnm@td2xdt

Z t
0
D22F4@t4 dt
M
Z t
0
D22@F1=22 D@t1=22 dt
M
Z t
0
D222 C @ curlA22 C D@t22 dtZ t
0
Z
R2
FnmDmDn@td2xdt

Z t
0
D@t2F4D4 dt
M
Z t
0
D@t2@F1=22 D21=22 dt
M
Z t
0
D@t22 C @ curlA22 C D222 dtZ t
0
Z
R2
@tAnDmDnDmd2xdt

Z t
0
D2t2Dt4@tAt4 dt
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M
Z t
0
D2t2D2t1=2@tAt1=22
M
Z t
0
D2t22 C @@tAt22 dt:
Combine with the previous estimate to findD2t22 C D@tt22 C 12 @@tAt22 C 12 @ curlAt22
M CM R t0 D222 C D@t22 C @@tA22 C @ curlA22 dt:
Apply Gronwall and find thatD2t22 C D@tt22 C @@tAlt22 C @ curlAt22 M:
The estimate t1 M
follows.
Next use (4), and previous bounds to find thatdivAt2 C @t divAt2 C @ divAt2 M:
It follows from the definition of curlAx; t and previous bounds thatgradAt2 C @2At2 M:
Combine and establish that∥∥t;At∥∥2 M:
For r > 2, write the equation for x; t in the form
 D −(2 − 1C i divAC 2iA@− A2
and proceed as above to establish that∥∥t;At∥∥
r
M:
This completes the proof of the lemma.
We prove here a uniqueness result for (3).
Lemma 2. Bounded solutions ;A in Vr of (3) are uniquely determined
by their initial data.
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Proof. To establish uniqueness, we consider the solution x; t, Ax; t
with initial data x; 0;Ax; 0 and the solution 1x; t, A1x; t with
initial data 1x; 0, A1x; 0. The equation for x; t −1x; t satisfies
@2t −1 −D1;2m −1 C −1
D
p
−1Am −A1m−
(
Am −A1m


(
Am CA1m


C u− u1 − u− u1u1 C u − u2u− u1
− u1 C 2(u1uC Nuu− u1;
where u D  − 1 and we have suppressed the sum over m. Multiply the
preceding identity by @tu− u1 and integrate in x and t; combine with a
similar expression developed from the equation for −1 and find that
Z
R2
@t−12 C D1−12 C −12 d2x
−
Z
R2
@t0 −102 C D10 −102 C 0 −102 d2x
equals an expression that can be estimated as follows:
Z t
0
Z
R2
@t−1
(−1 − −11 C − −1− 12
− −11; 2 − 1 − −11 − 11 C 1
C @t−1
(p−1Am −A1m− Am −A1mAm CA1md2x
M
Z t
0
@t−12(−12 C Am −A1m2dt
M
Z t
0
@t−122 C −122 C A−A122 dt:
Similarly, the equation for Al −A1l is
@2t Al −A1l  C @m@mAl −A1l  C @l divA−A1
D
p
−1D1l −1 C
p
−1Al −A1l  NCD1l 1−1
− −1D1l 1 − ND1l −1 −
p
−1Al −A1l  N:
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Multiply the previous identity by @tAl − A1l , integrate in x and t, and
integrate by parts in x. Estimate the expression to find that
1
2
Z
R2
@tAt −At2 C curlAt −A1t2 d2x
 12
Z
R2
@tA0−A102C 12 curlA0−A102 d2x
CM
Z t
0
@tA−A12(D1−12C A−A12C −12dt
M
Z t
0
@tA−A122C D1−122C A−A122C −122 dt:
Direct estimation gives
1
2
At −A1t22
 A0 −A102
CM
Z t
0
(@tAt −A1t22 C At −A1t22dtZ
R2
div At −A1t2 d2x

Z
R2
div A0 −A102 d2xCM Z t
0
divA−A12
 (@t−12 C −11=22 @−11=22 dt:
Combine the previous inequalities, substitute the identity
curlA22 CdivA22 D gradA22, define
wt D @tt −1t2 C @(t −1t2 C t −1t2
C At −A1t2 C @tAt −A1t2 C @At −A1t22;
and find that Z
R2
wtd2x M
Z
R2
w0d2x
for
t  T . Because w0 is zero, it follows thatZ
R2
wtd2x D 0
for all t  T . This completes the proof of the lemma.
Lemma 3. In Vr , the solution x; t, Ax; t depends continuously on its
initial values uniformly with respect to
t  T .
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Proof. Let r D 2. Consider the solution x; t, Ax; t with initial val-
ues x; 0, Ax; 0 and the solution 1x; t, A1x; t with initial values
1x; 0, A1x; 0. Proceed as in the proof of Lemma 2 and establish thatZ
R2
@t−12 C @t −1t2 C t −1t2 C At −A1t2
C @tAt −A1t2 C @At −A1t2 d2x
M
Z
R2
@t0 −102 C @0 −102 C 0 −102
C A0 −A102 C @tA0 −A102 C @A0 −A102 d2x:
The remaining terms in V2 are obtained from the equation for  − 1
and A−A1 as in the proof of Lemma 2 to find that∥∥(t −1t;At −A1t∥∥2 M∥∥(0 −10;A0 −A10∥∥2:
Proceed as above and use estimates similar to those in the proof of
Lemma 2 to obtain the result for the case r > 2. This completes the proof
of the lemma.
Proof of Theorem. Consider the initial data x; 0, Ax; 0 in Vr that
satisfy (5). The local existence of a solution of (3) is based on the unique
global solution ;A in Vr of the linear equation
@2t C @m@m D f u; vm
@2t Al C @m@mAl D gu; vl
8
related to (3), where ux; t and vmx; t are elements of Vr .
There exists a unique global solution x; t, Ax; t of (3) in Vr . Let
 > 0 and  > 0. Proceed as in the proof of Lemma 2 and show for
solutions 1;A1 and 2;A2 that for  small enough,∥∥1t −2t∥∥2  ∥∥u1t − u2t∥∥2
and ∥∥A1mt −A2mt∥∥2  ∥∥v1mt − v2mt∥∥2;
where  < 1 and
t < . By iteration, obtain the sequence nx; t,
Anx; t of the solution of the linear Eq. (8). Use the contractive estimate
to establish that nx; t and Anx; t converge in V2 locally uniformly in
t to x; t and Ax; t, respectively, a strong solution of (3) for small
enough
t. By the a priori estimate of Lemma 1, this local solution in V2
exists for all time. This solution has additional regularity. Begin with the
solution nt;Ant of (8); proceed as in Lemma 1 and find∥∥nt;Ant∥∥
r
M
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for
t < ; where M is independent of n. Use this estimate and the conver-
gence of nt;Ant locally uniformly in t to t, At in V2 and establish
that x; t and Ax; t are bounded in Vr for
t < . By the a priori esti-
mates of Lemma 1, this solution of (3) in Vr exists for all
t  T , T <1.
Use of (3) and standard estimates verifies that@jt @r−jm 2
and @jt @r−jm Al2
for j < r are bounded by a constant that depends on the initial value
x; 0;Ax; 0 in Vr and T . This completes the proof of the theorem.
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